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Horizonal Jesus 2015-08-01

do you want to sense god s encouragement comfort and love for you every day dr tony evans reveals that as you give these things away to others you will personally experience them with god in a new way jesus empowers his church to be his hands and feet in the world today to share his life in your horizontal relationships dr evans demonstrates how you can become a horizontal jesus a channel of god s blessings to everyone around you using several one another passages of scripture including love one another john 13 34 welcome one another 1 peter 4 9 encourage one another hebrews 3 13 forgive one another colossians 3 13 accept one another romans 15 7 restore one another galatians 6 1 2 as you fulfill your god given destiny to be a conduit of god s grace you will experience his flow of life in and through you like never before

Kingdom Woman 2013-07-16

become the kingdom woman god is calling you to be women lean in you grace this world with insight sensitivity and spiritual beauty that has made you a force behind great accomplishments much of what comes
in the life of a kingdom woman may not make headlines but when you become passionate about what god is passionate about positive change can occur in lives families communities and even our nation your solution to the burdens of this life is found in humbling yourself before jesus christ and surrendering to the word of god together with his daughter crystal evans hurst dr tony evans shows you what it means to live as a kingdom woman to walk by faith not just talk about it to make decisions in alignment with god to raise up the next generation and to discover that tremendous freedom comes when your ultimate submission is under a caring and loving god how do you do this kingdom woman serves as a path to help you along the journey of life as you learn to let go of hopelessness and disappointment and fully experience your destiny value what god values humility meekness and the beauty of a servant s heart confidently follow god on the pathway of faith even if you can t see the destination choose to have faith to believe that the dark road you are traveling on will eventually yield to a sunrise pursue god and his word in a way that your actions follow his instructions exercise authority for heavenly intervention in your earthly affairs god is writing your story live like he designed you to be
in his exciting new book bestselling author dr tony evans shows that it s through the names of god that the nature of god is revealed to us who is god in his fullness how has he expressed his riches and righteousness how can you trust his goodness as you get to know the names of god and understand their meaning god s character will become real to you in life changing ways you will explore the depths of god as elohim the all powerful creator jehovah the self revealing one adonai the owner of all jehovah jireh the lord who provides el shaddai the almighty sufficient one el elion the most high ruler jehovah nissi the lord s banner of victory jehovah shalom the lord our peace jehovah mekadesh the lord who sanctifies jehovah rophe the lord who heals jehovah tsikenu the lord my righteousness jehovah robi the lord my shepherd immanuel god with us by studying and understanding the characteristics of god as revealed through his names you will be better equipped to face hardship and victory loss and provision and all of the challenges life throws at you
Victory in Spiritual Warfare Bible Study Book 2016

every struggle and conflict faced in the physical realm has its root in the spiritual realm with passion and clarity pastor and bible teacher dr tony evans demystifies spiritual warfare so that readers can tackle challenges and obstacles with spiritual power this bible study explains the spiritual origins of daily struggles and the tools of spiritual armor god has given believers to live in the victory that has already been won through jesus christ

Detours 2017

dr tony evans walks readers through what it is like to recognize god s will and his plan for your life
Hope for the Hurting - Bible Study Book 2022-01-03

learn to face pain and hurt with a biblical perspective and the hopeful expectation of peace and joy

Watch Your Mouth 2016-08-30

does it really matter what i say your greatest weapon for good or evil is in your mouth from bestselling author dr tony evans comes a compelling resource to help you learn to tame your tongue with life changing insights shared through engaging lessons and anecdotes you ll learn what the bible teaches about talking discover the power of the spoken word to bolster your faith when you re doubting discern what should or shouldn t be said so that you honor god with your speech develop the ability to praise god and voice wisdom even in tough circumstances get inspired by tony s teaching on the tongue and model with your mouth the character of god don t let your words bring cursing or destruction to yourself and those you love instead let your
words minister to and speak life into the world around you

Twelve More Women of the Bible Study Guide
2016-12-06

in this twelve session video bible study dvd video streaming sold separately some of today's best loved christian authors and speakers look at the spiritual lessons learned from twelve women in the bible and what they mean for you today as you look at each of these women's lives you will discover how to apply biblical lessons to your own modern day struggles live through your failures as well as your successes draw near to god in a world filled with trials find lasting contentment in every situation overcome rejection and insecurity and much more this fresh look at these women in the bible will help you and your group discover new insights into god's character persevere through difficult times and find joy in the hope that jesus provides this study guide includes background information on each woman group discussion questions bible exploration and personal study and reflection materials for in between sessions you'll study the lives of
proverbs 31 woman how not to do it all karen ehman deborah fight like a girl bianca juarez olthoff shulamite woman we had god at hello lisa harper ruth staying focused in a world of distractions chrystal evans hurst puah and shiphrah how to fight your fears margaret feinberg esther letting god be in control courtney joseph priscilla living a life of blessed ordinary karen ehman mary and martha finding life in death bianca juarez olthoff bent woman we ve got god s complete attention lisa harper woman with the issue of blood when persistence pays off chrystal evans hurst elizabeth how to win the waiting game margaret feinberg anna how to live a life devoted to god courtney joseph designed for use with twelve more women of the bible video study 9780310081487 sold separately

Victory in Spiritual Warfare 2011-08-01

Dr Tony Evans one of the most respected church leaders in the country is the founder and senior pastor of Oak Cliff Bible Fellowship in Dallas a thriving congregation of 8000 in this timely unique exploration of spiritual warfare Dr Evans unveils a simple yet radical truth every struggle and conflict faced in the physical realm has its
root in the spiritual realm with passion and clarity dr evans
demystifies spiritual warfare so that readers can tackle challenges
and obstacles with spiritual power god's authority as they understand
how the battle is fought by satan actively use the armor of god find
strength in prayer and sufficiency in christ win over chemical sexual
emotional relational and other strongholds dr evans is compelling down
to earth and excited for believers to experience their victory in
christ and embrace the life hope and purpose god has for them

U-Turns - Bible Study Book 2020-12

learn to align your life choices under god's word and change the
direction of your life

The 28-Day Prayer Journey Bible Study Guide
2020-08-11

do you yearn for a consistent prayer life do you struggle with
distraction when praying alone timidity when praying with others or
knowing where to start in either setting bestselling writer and beloved speaker Chrystal Evans Hurst knows both the freedom and blessing of establishing and growing a lively prayer life and how difficult it can be when prayer itself feels foreign to our daily lives. This video-based Bible study DVD video streaming sold separately is a well-organized and welcoming guide to having meaningful conversations with God. In it, Chrystal teaches the basic tenets of prayer practice, establishes a realistic and achievable pattern of prayer that will have lasting effect, explains the four postures of prayer supported by scripture that increase our communication and relationship with God. This study includes daily prayer practices, space to journal about your prayers and what you’re hearing from God as well as weekly challenges to keep you and your group active and attentive in renewed prayer. The Bible tells us that prayer is essential for an intimate and thriving relationship with God, and it’s well worth the time and effort it deserves. Sessions include introduction to types of prayer and practice prayers of thanksgiving, prayers of repentance, prayers of request, prayers of yielding. Designed for use with the 28-day prayer journey video study available on DVD or streaming video sold separately.
Exposing the Enemy 2021-06

you have an enemy who intends evil fight back maybe you don't know much about satan or the traps he sets there are even some people who don't believe the devil is real however living in freedom requires you to know who you're fighting against in this series jimmy evans exposes satan's character and teaches us to live under the protection of god's word this study guide is designed for group experience or individual reflection you will learn about where the enemy came from and how he became evil how to use the bible as a weapon to defend yourself against the adversary how to guard your relationships from the accuser the end times actions of the antichrist why community is important to withstand satan's schemes god has given you authority over the enemy and has equipped you to overcome

Kingdom Men Rising 2021-04-06

god is good and powerful and wants the best for your life he has big plans for you you believe these things are true but what is your own responsibility as a man when it comes to becoming all god created you
to be how can you walk in victory and faith and make an impact on others for god kingdom men rising challenges men to foster personal discipleship and apply discipleship skills and a leadership mindset to all areas of life dr tony evans brings his insights stories and wise counsel from god s word to clear all obstacles in your path leading you to the abundant life you ve been called to live and along the way you ll find your heart stirred to reach for more no longer settling for a faith that just goes through the motions the life of king david is used as the book s foundation and topics include overcoming temptation restoration from sin how to disciple others and finally how to leave a legacy of faith and godly influence replace helplessness boredom and regret with vibrancy power and joy let kingdom men rising help you take the next step in your faith to become the powerful man of god you were made to be

She's Still There Study Guide 2017-08-08

what do you do if you look in the mirror and realize the life you want is not the life you re living what do you do if you feel lost in the middle of your life or if you feel you ve drifted away from your hopes
your dreams and your plans in this six session video bible study dvd digital video sold separately chrystal evans hurst shares what she s learned about how to love and honor your life even when your life is not easy to love you will be encouraged to take an honest look at your life right now and see what might have taken you off track you will look at bible passages that reveal how to capture peace in the midst of hard seasons by seeing them as refining moments instead of defining moments as you focus on the promise of god s truth for your future and run the race he has set for you you will rediscover that the girl you once saw in the mirror she s still there the she s still there study guide includes video discussion questions bible exploration and personal study and reflection materials for in between sessions sessions include fight for your life look at your life embrace your life develop your life encourage your life choose your life designed for use with she s still there video study sold separately

The 28-Day Prayer Journey 2020-09-01

for anyone who longs for a consistent prayer life yet struggles with distractions doubts or knowing where to start bestselling writer and
beloved speaker chrystal evans hurst offers a simple and heartfelt method for having meaningful conversations with god one day at a time. the kind of intentional fervent prayer life we'd like to experience often seems intimidating or just out of reach. chrystal knows how that feels and shares her own relatable journey through the challenges and joys of deepening her prayer life. showing up to pray just one day at a time, chrystal found a simple yet powerful practice that made consistent prayer amazingly doable. a warm and encouraging writer, chrystal shares the same supportive help she found for talking with god specifically and intentionally throughout the day with relatable stories and timeless scripture. the 28 day prayer journey offers three prompts each day to guide you through an easy yet intimate prayer experience from giving thanks hearing god and making requests to simply knowing what to say. chrystal gives practical explanations and easy steps for the core tenets of prayer, including praise and thanksgiving, offering gratitude to god, repentance, seeking forgiveness from god, asking, presenting your requests to god, yielding, surrendering to god. the 28 day prayer journey will strengthen your faith and transform your life with the profound experience of communicating with a loving god. whether you are new to prayer or well versed in
communication with god this hopeful and supportive guide will help you experience god's presence in ways you never have before through the practice of meaningful prayer

Kingdom Men Rising - Bible Study Book
2021-04-06

as one of the country's most respected evangelical leaders pastor and author tony evans challenges tweens ages 8 to 12 to explore what the armor of god is all about he understands that christian kids want to be stronger more confident and skilled at living an exciting god centered life and so he presents the unvarnished truth tony evans gives kids a plan for success by explaining scripture reveals who s behind the world s traps and snares and how to resist him god offers all christians a powerful suit of armor and mighty weapons the suit includes a belt of truth and helmet of salvation to wear and shield of faith to carry into the battle when every piece of god s armor is worn correctly the enemy is defeated and christians finish victorious by learning how to dress in the armor god provides preteens are able to
speak the truth stand firm in the faith and spread the good news of jesus christ

A Kid's Guide to the Armor of God 2015-03-01

in this twelve session video bible study some of today s best loved christian authors and speakers look at the spiritual lessons learned from twelve women in the bible and what they mean for you today as you look at each of these women s lives you will discover how to apply biblical lessons to your own modern day struggles live through your failures as well as your successes draw near to god in a world filled with trials find lasting contentment in every situation overcome rejection and insecurity and much more this fresh look at these women in the bible will help you and your group discover new insights into god s character persevere through difficult times and find joy in the hope that jesus provides this study guide includes background information on each woman group discussion questions bible exploration and personal study and reflection materials for in between sessions you ll study the lives of proverbs 31 woman how not to do it all karen ehman deborah fight like a girl bianca juarez olthoff shulamite woman
we had god at hello lisa harper ruth staying focused in a world of
distractions chrystal evans hurst puah and shiphrah how to fight your
fears margaret feinberg esther letting god be in control courtney
joseph priscilla living a life of blessed ordinary karen ehman mary
and martha finding life in death bianca juarez olthoff bent woman we
ve got god s complete attention lisa harper woman with the issue of
blood when persistence pays off chrystal evans hurst elizabeth how to
win the waiting game margaret feinberg anna how to live a life devoted
to god courtney joseph this pack includes one dvd and one study guide

Twelve More Women of the Bible Study Guide with
DVD 2016-12-27

are you struggling to connect with your church community do you find
yourself questioning the core beliefs that you once held dear
searching for sunday from new york times bestselling author rachel
held evans is a heartfelt ode to the past and a hopeful gaze into the
future of what it means to be a part of the modern church like
millions of her millennial peers rachel held evans didn t want to go
to church anymore the hypocrisy the politics the gargantuan building budgets the scandals to her it was beginning to feel like church culture was too far removed from jesus yet despite her cynicism and misgivings something kept drawing evans back to church evans found herself wanting to better understand the church and find her place within it so she set out on a new adventure within the pages of searching for sunday evans catalogs her journey as she loves leaves and finds the church once again evans tells the story of her faith through the lens of seven sacraments of the catholic church baptism confession holy orders communion confirmation the anointing of the sick and marriage to teach us the essential truths about what she s learned along the way including faith isn t just meant to be believed it s meant to be lived and shared in community christianity isn t a kingdom for the worthy it s a kingdom for the hungry the broken and the imperfect the countless and beautiful ways that god shows up in the ordinary parts of our daily lives searching for sunday will help you unpack the messiness of community teaching us that by overcoming our cynicism we can all find hope grace love and somewhere in between church
Searching for Sunday 2015-04-14

you go to church you read the bible you participate in small groups but do you truly know god god gives every christian the tools for an active relationship with him but many don t yet experience his presence in their daily lives dr tony evans understands that the only way to deeply know god is to make seeking him your life s greatest purpose in the power of knowing god he shares how you can prioritize god over all else and how doing so will transform you from the inside out your relationship with the lord can be more than intellectual knowledge warm and fuzzy feelings or dutiful acts of service as you begin to understand him personally you will experience a soul deep closeness with god practice relying on god instead of yourself find your identity and purpose in belonging to him the power of knowing god will remind you that god wants you to be more than his acquaintance his student or his fan and inspire you to dive headfirst into the pursuit of a life changing relationship with your savior complete your experience with the power of knowing god dvd the power of knowing god interactive workbook
The Power of Knowing God 2020-08-04

have you wandered from the life you want to live chrystal evans hurst shares raw and vulnerable stories from her own life to let you know how you too can find your way back after a few missteps over 100 000 copies sold what happens when a woman looks at herself in the mirror lingering just a little longer than usual and realizes that she no longer recognizes the person staring back at her what does she do when she sees that somehow her life has drifted away from all her original hopes dreams or plans speaker blogger and writer chrystal evans hurst wrote this book because she was that woman one day she realized that she had somehow wandered from the life she was meant to live chrystal since discovered that this moment of awareness happens to lots of women at different seasons of their lives poor decisions a lack of intentionality or planning or a long term denial of deep hopes and dreams can leave a woman old or young reeling from the realization that she is lost disappointed or simply numb and she just needs encouragement this woman simply needs someone to hold her hand cheer her on and believe with her that she is still capable of being the person she intended to be chrystal uses her poignant story of an early
and unexpected pregnancy as well as other raw and vulnerable moments in her life to let readers know she understands what it's like to try and find your way after some missteps or decisions you didn't plan on in she's still there chrrystal emphasizes the importance of the personal process and the beauty of authentically sharing your journey one girlfriend to another it's a book of me toos reminders of the hoped for and challenges for the path ahead to find direction purpose and true satisfaction also available she's still there dvd series and study guide

She's Still There 2017-08-08

stop making excuses and become the man god has called you to be

No More Excuses - Bible Study Book 2019-05-15

if the bible isn't a science book or an instruction manual what is it what do people mean when they say the bible is inspired when new york times bestselling author rachel held evans found herself asking these questions she embarked on a journey to better understand what the
bible is and how it s meant to be read what she discovered changed her and it can change you too evans knows firsthand how a relationship with the bible can be as real and as complicated as a relationship with a family member or close friend in inspired evans explores contradictions and questions from her own experiences with the bible including if the bible was supposed to explain the mysteries of life why does it leave the reader with so many questions what does it mean to be chosen by god to what degree did the holy spirit guide the preservation of these narratives and is there something sacred to be uncovered beneath all these human fingerprints if the bible has given voice to the oppressed why is it also used as justification by their oppressors drawing on the best in biblical scholarship and using her well honed literary expertise evans examines some of our favorite bible stories and possible interpretations retelling them through memoir original poetry short stories and even a short screenplay undaunted by the bible s most difficult passages and unafraid to ask the hard questions evans wrestles through the process of doubting imagining and debating the mysteries surrounding scripture discover alongside evans that the bible is not a static text but a living breathing captivating and confounding book that can equip us and
inspire us to join God’s loving and redemptive work in the world

**Inspired 2018-06-12**

victory is much closer than you think people are waiting for God to fix their problems however God will not do for you what he has given you the ability to do for yourself he has provided all the tools you need to live victoriously Jesus already did the hard part now it’s time to do your part learn how to overcome rejection fear comparison shame unforgiveness discouragement sickness and doubt understand the secrets to overcoming every attack of the enemy address the fundamental challenges of life using God truth be empowered to live in God’s strength not your own

**The Overcoming Life 2019-02**

evans equips parents to raise their children with a kingdom perspective and also offers practical how to advice on providing spiritual training as instructed in scripture he begins with an overarching look at the need for kingdom parenting our roles and
responsibilities in raising god following children and how to prepare children to take on the assignments god has for their lives he then provides specific training for kids in the power of prayer wisdom loving god s word getting through trials controlling their tongues developing patience the surrender of service and much more

Raising Kingdom Kids 2014

live confidently in your authority as a kingdom man for too long men have sat on the sideline of life but god intends for us to get into the game we ve been content with mediocre while god calls us to greatness the path to a better world and a better future for our families and communities begins at our door we need to take hold of our biblical anointing and become men sold out for the kingdom of god dr tony evans founder and president of the urban alternative and senior pastor at oak cliff bible fellowship in texas calls men to biblical manhood he exhorts you to grab hold of your dominion exercise the authority god has given you and fulfill your role to provide leadership and mirror god s character with kingdom man as your guide you will learn to leave the past behind learn from yesterday but not
live in it embrace prayer as your primary weapon of warfare align yourself with god’s prescription for kingdom manhood confidently and compassionately express your authority within your domain remember your call to greatness men it’s time to step into our destiny it’s time to roar

Kingdom Man 2012-03-01

tony evans is one of the most influential church leaders of our time and has been studying and preaching the gospel for over 50 years he is senior pastor of oak cliff bible fellowship in dallas tx and founder of the urban alternative a ministry which promotes a kingdom agenda philosophy designed to enable people to live all of life underneath the comprehensive rule of god the tony evans bible commentary includes an introduction to each bible book followed by passage by passage exposition of the entire bible by dr tony evans in addition there is a special front matter section with introductory resources the insights in this commentary will help explain god’s word in a fresh way applying these truths will empower readers to have transformed lives that then transfer the values of the kingdom of god to others the tony
evans bible commentary features the highly readable highly reliable text of the christian standard bible csb the csb stays as literal as possible to the bible s original meaning without sacrificing clarity making it easier to engage with scripture s life changing message and to share it with others

The Tony Evans Bible Commentary 2019-10-01

a strong christian woman embarks on a radical life experiment a year of biblical womanhood strong and committed in her faith but frustrated by the inconsistencies she saw in her evangelical culture s view of women rachel held evans became an independent woman but intrigued by the traditionalist resurgence that led many of her friends to abandon their careers to assume traditional gender roles in the home evans had a crazy idea what if i took biblical womanhood literally for a full year in the next twelve months rachel wore a scarf over her head to pray called her husband master and stood on the roadside with a sign that said dan is awesome adopted a computerized baby perched on the roof for an afternoon of penance for gossiping camped out in her front yard during her period visited an amish schoolhouse a pig farm in
bolivia and a benedictine monastery took up baking and knitting interviewed a polygamist a quiverfull daughter and a courtship couple with just the right mixture of humor and insight evans takes readers along with her on a lively adventure in the process she discovers that the journey itself leads her right to the heart of god

A Year of Biblical Womanhood 2012

shape your speech shape your life perfect for group or individual study this companion guide to watch your mouth by dr tony evans will help you take to heart the bible's life changing truths about your words get everything you need to prompt further growth and discussion including subject summaries short overviews of the main points of each chapter reflections questions and suggested bible reading for pondering the lessons application deeper questions and exercises to apply the lessons to your life scripture memorization and interaction specific verses to study and rewrite as you complete each step in this guide to tony's teaching on the tongue you'll discover what it really means to glorify god with your mouth
so many women today don't live their lives to the fullest because they've been told either by others, their situation or themselves that they can't. The chains are too tight, the pain too great, and the obstacles too big. But the good news is that the keys to the life of freedom are closer than you think. Drawn from stories of her own sometimes rocky past and years of learning to trust God, Chrystal passes along the practical biblical insights she's learned so that you can run at full speed free at last from unnecessary numbness, pain, bitterness, and shame.

This six-session video bible study is your plan to find healing and restoration through the practices of self, grace. Identify the imprisoning scripts you follow by habit, cultivate confidence, forgive yourself and others, and ultimately let go of what holds you back with honesty and warmth. Chrystal gives you keys that not only help you see your life differently but will transform the way you live your life so you can be free at last to bring the gift of your unique identity to the surface and experience your life in full color streaming video.
access code included access code subject to expiration after 12 31 2027 code may be redeemed only by the recipient of this package code may not be transferred or sold separately from this package internet connection required void where prohibited taxed or restricted by law additional offer details inside

The Gift of Letting Go Study Guide plus Streaming Video 2024-03-19

ew new york times bestseller a touching series of essays in which evans with chu's invisible pen explores how one might find a path forward in christianity beyond conservative evangelicalism eliza griswold the new yorker evans died at 37 but a beautiful new book captures her brave outlook i could not help but notice the poetry in evans's prose what readers will find in these pages was someone deeply human funny irreverent curious wise forgiving nonjudgmental maggie smith the washington post a collection of original writings by rachel held evans whose reflections on faith and life continue to encourage challenge and influence rachel held evans is widely recognized for her
theologically astute profoundly honest and beautifully personal books which have guided instructed edified and shaped christians as they seek to live out a just and loving faith at the time of her tragic death in 2019 rachel was working on a new book about wholeheartedness with the help of her close friend and author jeff chu that work in progress has been woven together with some of her other unpublished writings into a rich collection of essays that ask candid questions about the stories we ve been told and the stories we tell about our faith our selves and our world this book is for the doubter and the dreamer the seeker and the sojourner those who long for a sense of spiritual wholeness as well as those who have been hurt by the church but can t seem to let go of the story of jesus through theological reflection and personal recollection rachel wrestles with god s grace and love looks unsparingly at what the church is and does and explores universal human questions about becoming and belonging an unforgettable moving and intimate book
Wholehearted Faith 2021-11-02

use the biblical account of Esther to discover your own pathway to purpose as you learn and apply principles of God's providence

Pathways - Bible Study Book 2019

eight session bible study inviting young men to rise to the challenge of fulfilling God's purpose for masculinity

Kingdom Men Rising - Teen Guys' Bible Study Book 2022-04-15

in this six session video bible study Chrystal Evans Hurst pulls the curtain back on our deep need to forgive ourselves learn forgiveness as a life practice to experience the freedom and full power promised in Christ's mercy grace and abundance
The Gift of Letting Go Study Guide with DVD
2021-08-31

horizontal jesus by bestselling author dr tony evans encourages you to confirm your vertical love of god by loving others becoming horizontal jesus to the people god has put in your life to help live out the horizontal jesus message this useful study guide will offer a chapter by chapter review of the book with scriptures questions to answer and suggestions for practical application perfect for group or individual study

Horizontal Jesus Study Guide 2015-08-01

unleash the power of god s plan for your destiny as a couple the toasts are done the last dance is over a few pieces of cake are left and it s time for you to hop in the car and head off to the rest of your life as a married couple what s next how do you know that this picture perfect day will result in a marriage of lifelong commitment and glory to god who brought you together in preparing for a kingdom
marriage you’ll find the tools to build the lasting fulfilling relationship he designed for you used together with the bestselling book Kingdom Marriage by Dr. Tony Evans this encouraging guide offers practical teaching and sound counsel each session features a video introduction that will inspire and motivate you through interactive questions and activities you’ll discover ways to be victorious over conflict grow closer to God and to each other maintain the spark of intimacy impact the world around you as a couple the sound biblical teaching and real life examples in preparing for a kingdom marriage will help you flourish as a couple empowered to fulfill God’s unique and glorious purpose

Preparing for a Kingdom Marriage 2018-04-03

in this unique practical book written to be read by those remaining on earth after the rapture Jimmy Evans reveals the truth of the Bible about the end times with compassion and deep insight into the prophecies of scripture he explains the disappearance of millions of believers around the world and gives future readers a glimpse into the events of the tribulation from the rise of the antichrist to the
ultimate redemption provided by Jesus, this hopeful book is a must read for anyone navigating the future. Buy it for family members or friends, leave it on your desk or coffee table, put it in a place where a future reader can find it. The truths in this book will literally transform their lives, and it may be necessary sooner than you think.

Where Are the Missing People? 2022-01-18

do your words create a mess or a legacy? Dig deep into the Bible’s life-changing truths about the tongue in this companion workbook to the watch your mouth DVD series from Dr. Tony Evans. You’ll discover how to be victorious with your voice, honor God with your mouth, and avoid wrecking relationships with your words. Prepare your heart and mind for a dynamic study on the power of speech as you work through sections such as video group discussion questions to promote reflection and conversation, group Bible exploration, relevant scripture passages to read and discuss on your own, activities to complete for further personal study, recommended reading, corresponding chapter suggestions for Tony’s book, Watch Your Mouth. What you say can make a huge difference to others and to your own quality of life. Learn how to
surrender your words to god so your mouth can truly minister to the world around you this interactive workbook is designed for use with the watch your mouth dvd

Watch Your Mouth Interactive Workbook
2016-09-01

this 90 day devotional helps women find daily inspiration for embracing their purpose power and possibilities based on the book kingdom woman by chrystal evans hurst and tony evans this daily devotional calls every christ following woman to tap into the power of god as she finds and fulfills the purpose for which god has fashioned her with practical insights and applications in both the lives of christian women and those they love this devotional will encourage women to embrace their role as leaders under god s authority disciple them to live as true heirs under the covenant god has made with his children and challenge them to initiate the practical principles of living under the rule of christ for a kingdom woman who seeks to align herself and operate under the authority of god in every area of life
the kingdom woman devotional will be a go to resource to daily equip and inspire

**Kingdom Woman Devotional 2013-09-20**

when a kingdom woman retires for the evening a frustrated and worn out devil ought to be saying we messed with the wrong woman today this study guide is a companion resource to the video small group study 9781624052095 based on the book kingdom woman 9781589977433 which instructs every christ following woman on how to tap into the power of god as she finds and fulfills the purpose for which god has fashioned her a kingdom woman embraces a simple premise unless a kingdom rests firmly under the authority of the ruler anarchy reigns that s why a kingdom woman always seeks to align herself and operate under the authority of god in every area of life with practical insights and applications from coauthor chrystal evans hurst tony evans explains how that process can unleash new purpose power and possibilities in both the lives of kingdom women and those they love this curriculum can be covered in about six weeks there are three different products each sold separately the hardcover book kingdom woman 9781589977433
the video small group study kingdom woman group video experience
9781624052095 this study guide 9781624052101 this study guide is to be
used in conjunction with the kingdom woman group video experience for
more information on the hardcover book or the video small group study
see the product description for each

**Kingdom Woman Group Video Experience 2013-12-25**
effective business communication skills murhy 7 edition [PDF]
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